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Boston, MA - September 7, 2016 - Best Credit Data Inc. (BCD), a provider of bond pricing and analytics data,
today announced an alliance with Eagle Investment Systems LLC (Eagle), a BNY Mellon company and leading
provider of financial services technology, to make their end-of-day bond pricing and analytics available to
Eagle’s global client-base.
BCD Municipal Bond and Corporate Bond Pricing provides high-quality evaluated pricing and analytics for
over 1.25 million US municipal bonds and 30,000 US Corporate bonds every day with eight years of end-ofday history. Through this new collaboration, Eagle’s clients are able to receive BCD’s municipal and corporate
bond pricing through a direct connection to Eagle’s award-winning portfolio management suite of data
management, investment accounting and performance measurement solutions.
“We are excited to be collaborating with Eagle because of their high-quality customer service and ability to
seamlessly integrate data into clients’ systems,” said Jimmy Suppelsa, Co-Founder & COO of Best Credit Data
Inc. “We are eager to support the growing demand for evaluated pricing options by working with innovative
service providers such as Eagle, which gives us a new global alliance through which our mutual clients can
access BCD data.”
“We are committed to providing our clients with options to source comprehensive and high-quality data to help
them manage and grow their assets efficiently,” said Joel Kornblum, Head of Strategic Alliances at Eagle
Investment Systems. “Recent consolidation among reference data providers highlights the importance of
helping our clients to integrate best of breed solutions. We are excited to collaborate with BCD and extend their
US corporate and municipal bond pricing data to our clients, enabling them to benefit from additional
perspectives into the highly illiquid and quickly changing bond markets.”
About Best Credit Data Inc.
Best Credit Data is a Boston based provider of US bond pricing and analytics. By using observation driven
methodology and big data cloud computing technology, BCD is changing the bond pricing and analytics world
by providing demonstrably accurate and cost effective alternatives for evaluated bond prices.
About Eagle Investment Systems
Eagle is committed to helping financial institutions worldwide grow assets efficiently with its award-winning
portfolio management suite of data management, investment accounting and performance measurement
solutions that are delivered over its secure private cloud, Eagle ACCESSSM. Eagle deploys trusted solutions
and services that create operational efficiencies and help reduce complexity and risk. Eagle Investment Systems
LLC is a subsidiary of BNY Mellon. Additional information is available at www.eagleinvsys.com or follow us
on Twitter @Eagleinvsys.
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